Summer Conducting/Rehearsing/Teaching Workshops

All are quite good (Listed in random order)

University of Michigan - Ann Arbor, MI
Contact person - Michael Haithcock - mlhaith@umich.edu

Eastman School of Music – Rochester, NY
Mark Scatterday – mscatterday@esm.rochester.edu

University of Minnesota - Minneapolis, MN
Contact person - Emily Threinen – threinen@umn.edu

Michigan State University - East Lansing, MI
Kevin Sedatole - ksed@msu.edu

Northwestern University - Evanston, IL
Mallory Thompson - m-thompson2@northwestern.edu

University of Texas - Austin, TX
Jerry F. Junkin - ffjunkin@mail.utexas.edu

The Hartt School - University of Hartford
Glen Adsit - adsit@hartford.edu

University of North Texas - Denton, TX
Eugene Corporon - ecorporon@msn.com

Columbus State University – Columbus, GA
Jamie Nix – nix_jamie@columbusstate.edu

University of Missouri @ Kansas City
Steve Davis - davisst@umkc.edu

University of Colorado – Boulder, CO
Donald McKinney – donald.mckinney@colorado.edu

University of Maryland – College Park, MD
Michael Votta – mvotta@umd.edu

Los Angeles Conducting Institute at Cal-Tech – Pasadena, CA
Glenn Price – LACI@Caltech.edu
Institute web site: pva.caltech.edu/laci